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ABOUT
LOST REVENUE
The World Bank estimates that electrical
distribution utilities lose $96bn per year
worldwide due to non-technical losses. Do you
know how much revenue is being lost due to
meter tampering at your utility?

ANALYTICS
Smart meters generate a wealth of data but it is
only valuable if properly processed. We offer
specialised meter tamper analytics software that
gives you a deep understanding of consumer
meter tampering fraud.

NEW INSIGHT
You can see a summary of estimated revenue at
risk at your utility based on analysis of real meter
data. Highlight feeder areas with highest levels of
meter tampering. Drill down to individual meters
for precise tamper reports.

ACTION AND FOCUS
Schedule field team visits to areas of highest
tamper armed with detailed meter tamper reports.
Track reductions in meter tampering over time.
Reduce non technical loses due to meter
tampering in a systematic way.

CHANGE BEHAVIOUR
Prove to your consumers that you always detect
meter tampering and take action. Reduce fraud by
using specialised analytics software to give clear,
actionable insights into consumer meter
tampering.

DO YOU KNOW HOW
MUCH REVENUE YOU ARE
LOSING TO METER
TAMPERING?
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PRODUCT FEATURES
DEDICATED TAMPER ANALYTICS

IDENTIFY REVENUE AT RISK

Our enterprise software application is dedicated
to analysing smart meter tamper data. It offers

The software analyses actual tamper events over
time and calculates an estimate of revenue at risk

scalable back end analytics with a web based user
reporting portal. It can work alongside existing

given tamper data read from the consumer meter
asset base.

metering applications such as Meter Data
Management Systems (MDMS) or as a standalone
application.

UTILITY SUMMARY

DATA FROM ANY SOURCE

A high level summary allows you to track how
many meters have been tampered with over time

Can ingest data from any source, including MDMS,

for your entire meter asset base including tamper
durations and impact on revenue. Visualise this

Meter Data Acquisition Systems (MDAS) and

data through clear high level management

Smart Meter Head End Systems (HES). Additional
tools for uploading meter data from files in

summary charts. Track your teams progress in
lowering tamper rates.

batches are also available.

ANY METER COMMUNICATIONS

FEEDER ANALYSIS
Analysis shows which feeders have the highest

Works for smart meters of all communications

levels of meter tampering. View per feeder charts

types including wireless mesh 802.15.4,
6LoWPAN, wide area networks LoRA, cellular

showing number of meters tampered with per day
over last 30 days, with tamper durations, filterable

GPRS, 3G, 4G, NB-IoT, Satellite and others.

by tamper type. Show a list of meters per feeder,
highlighting those with highest levels of tamper.

STANDARDS BASED

METER ANALYSIS

Uses industry standard event data as basis for
tamper analytics. For example, understands
metering data as described in India Standard

Drill down to individual meters to see fine
grained detail of tampering. Charts show tamper

IS15959.

duration and count by tamper type over time.
Show full event capture information at time of

EASY INTEGRATION

tamper, including meter reading and meter
register set data.

Using IT industry standard HTTP RESTful end
points allows easy integration in a familiar way.
Logging and management functions are easily

SCALABLE

integrated to existing data centre environments.
Run on a single or multiple servers, either

The system is designed to horizontally scale to
handle very large numbers of meters.

physical hardware or in the cloud.
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PRODUCT BENEFITS
UNDERSTAND REVENUE RISK
Use analytics to fully understand revenue at risk
due to consumer meter tampering. Ensure the
integrity of your revenue across the deployed
meter asset base.

PROVIDE CLARITY
Deep automatic analysis of meter tampering data
provides great clarity of understanding across
your meter asset base. Use this clarity to increase
the efficiency of your operational and field teams
and to reduce tampering and decrease lost
revenue.

ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS
Build legally enforceable evidence of consumer
meter tampering as output from tamper analytics.
Highlight feeder areas with highest levels of
meter tampering. Drill down to individual meters
for precise and detailed tamper reports. Schedule
field team visits to areas of highest tamper armed
with evidence of meter tampering.

TRACK TAMPER REDUCTIONS
Track reductions in meter tampering over time
using build in charting tools. Reduce non
technical losses due to meter tampering in a
systematic way.

SIMPLIFY MANAGEMENT
Use analytics data to simplify operations and help

UNTANGLE THE
COMPLEXITIES OF METER
TAMPER ANALYSIS.

focus your field team actions. Prove to your
consumers that you always detect meter
tampering and take action.
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